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ABSTRACT
Recent studies in neuroscience, rehabilitation, and machine learning have concentrate on the
Electroencephalography (EEG) Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) as an important domain of research.
So, the main purpose of the BCI is to restore communication in the severely paralyzed. Speech is
mostly the normal way of communication for individuals; however, in circumstances where audio
speech is not ready since the disability or adverse environmental condition, people may go about
alternative ways such as augmented speech, that is, audio speech substituted by other forms, such
as audiovisual speech, or Cued Speech. Accordingly, BCI for speech communication has been
required in several non-medical domains. Selection of the processing technique of the EEG signals at
each processing stage has a significant role in determining the success operation of BCI systems. In
this survey, we outline a review for ten years ago of the most related speech techniques for preprocessing, feature extraction and classification developed to analyze the EEG signals in order to
draw a guide line for researchers to help disabled (speechless) people to use some electronic devices
so that such people can communicate with other people like normal persons to reduce their suffer
during their daily life.
Keywords—BCI, EEG, EMG, Imagined Speech, SSI, ICA, SVM, HMM.

I. INTRODUCTION
Brain Computer Interface (BCI) is a system that connects human brain signals with appliances or
devices without requiring of any physical contact, it has been seen as a new way for communication,
where the brain activity has been used as a reﬂected form by electric, magnetic or hemodynamic
brain signals to manage external system such as computers, wheelchairs, switches, or neuro
prosthetic extensions[1] [2] [3]. BCIs are very useful tools for paralysis persons so there are two types
of BCI systems, invasive or non-invasive BCI depending on the measurement method of the brain
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activity within BCI. If the place of sensors used for the measurement are placed inside the brain, i.e.,
under the skull, it is an invasive BCI. While, when the sensors are put on the scalp, it is a non-invasive
BCI, they avoid injury risks and associated ethical concerns [4]. The processing stages of noninvasive BCI system are: data acquisition, data pre-processing, feature extraction, classiﬁcation,
device controller and feedback[5]. In invasive BCIs, electrodes or a multiunit electrode array will be
placed directly inside the cortex to register electrical potentials for subsequent analysis of the
electrocorticogram (ECoG). The resultant brain signals have a high signal-to noise ratio, requiring little
user training, and are suitable for the rehabilitation motor functions in disabled patients, while the
noninvasive BCIs, have

deferent kinds of techniques for brain signals imaging, such as,

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) electroencephalography (EEG), Electromyographic signals EMG[6]
[7].
II. EEG APPLICATIONS

Nowadays, EEG have been applied in different fields such as, monitoring alertness, coma, epilepsy,
cognitive engagement and brain death, determining the damaged parts after head injury, stroke,
cancer, physiology examining and sleep disorder [8]. Person identification[7], and controlling silent
speech interfaces[9].
III. RELATED WORKS
In imagined speech recognition field, many researchers had worked on EEG preprocessing,
analyzing and classifying. The most related works are reviewed then classified according to the
technology used in acquiring the brain signals to three fields: researches with ECoG, with EMG, and
with EEG.

A. Electrocorticogram ECoG:


F. Guenther and J. Brumberg [10] reporting two studies including BMI. The aim of those BMIs was to
supply close immediate sound input from a discourse synthesizer to the BMI client. In one study, an
intracranial electrode was used to record the neural signal by implanting them in left part of the brain,
region concerns with speech, of a patient suffering from paralysis. Those signals were wirelessly
transmitted over the scalp and to drive a formant synthesizer, enabling the client to create vowels. The
second one, is a pilot study, a healthy volunteer had the ability to drive the formant synthesizer with
envisioned developments distinguished utilizing electroencephalography. The outcomes showed the
possibility of neural prostheses that can possibly give synthetic speech (near-conversational) for
speechless persons.



C. Herffet. al. [11] a synthesized speech from ECoG activity at the temporal regions at real time had
been done. The spectrogram of the audio magnitude, had reconstructed from the neural activity, then the
audio waveform from them was built. There was a considerable correlation between the base signal and
the reconstructed signal. While audible form of spoken speech was used in the modeling, it considered as
first stage to synthesize speech from thoughts.
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G. Anumanchipalliet. al. [12], showed the possibility of producing artificial speech from neural signals
of the brain. ECoG signals had been recorded for five volunteers, who submitted for monitoring the
intracranial for treatment of epilepsy. Cortical signals had been decoded by recurrent neural network with
a clear impersonation for the articulatory dynamics to obtain audible speech synthesize output.

B. Electromyographic signals EMG:


M. Cleret. al. [13] recorded the facial muscles by using surface electromyography (sEMG) to develop
their system to dominate phonemic link and voice synthesizer then tested the system in healthy
individuals. They computed the mean rates of transferring the information for a selection of phonemes
(ITRs), which was 59.5 bits/min. For the orthographic systems, they also computed ITRs depending on
the number of letters needed for spelling the selected word, and reached the results of having mean ITR
value of 70.1. So, a comparison for the consequences was made to apply their system on more
individuals.
1. Trans cranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS)

A.Ausilioet. al.[14], TMS had been used on motor area of tongue and lips by applying
event-related double-pulse TMS on them. The suggested data showed that an important
role may played by the motor system in noisy, surroundings, for speech signal recognition.
2. Electro-Magnetic Articulography (EMA)
 P. Heracleous et al. [15], introduced a communication using augmented speech based on
EMA. Movements of jaw, tongue, and lips, were traced by EMA and were considered as
features to build HMMs. The possibility of recognizing speech (without any audio information)
had been examined by conducting the experiences of articulation automatic phoneme
discrimination. Outcomes confirmed that phonetic features describing articulation are as
discriminating as those characterizing acoustics (except for voicing). Experiments were
described and conducted in noisy surroundings using EMA parameters and fused audio.
Their results showed that, when EMA parameters were combined with noisy audio speech,
the rate of discrimination was better than when applying just a noisy speech.
 M. Wand and T. Schultz [16] used Surface Electromyography (EMG) as a basis for Silent
Speech Interface(SSI), the electric activity produced from

the articulatory muscles was

picked up from the face of user, by the electrodes to decode underlying speech, so the
speech would be distinguished even when there were no sound was produced or heard. They
used unsupervised session adaptation where a system was first trained with data set from
different recorded session and then it was adapted with the required recorded data. They got
a great level of accuracy improvements so that their technology may be used in future
applications in real-life of SSI.
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Y. Ji et al. [17], updating the Silent Speech Interface (SSI) by using strategy of Deep
Learning. A Word Error Rate had been minimized from 17.4% to 6.4%, also the data
dimensionality had been reduced by using auto-encoder features. The module applied to two
distinctive languages.

3. Imagined speech using EEG:


J. Brumberg and F. Guenther [18],

reviewed many methods for rehabilitation of

communication by BCI for persons having severe cases of paralysis, also the dissimilarity
between spelling devices and speech prosthesis or direct speech prediction .


B. Denby et al. [19], condensed the development of the silent speech interface(SSI) from the
domains of; automatic speech processing, speech production, speech pathology research,
and telecommunications privacy issues. This work followed by the description

of

experimental systems based on seven diverse kinds of technologies. Pros and cons had
been presented for each method.


A. Riaz et al. [20] considered the state of envisioned and mouthed non-discernible speech,
recorded with EEG terminals. They broke down various feature extraction strategies, for
example, “Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients” (MFCCs), log fluctuation Auto Regressive
(AR) coefficients. a pairwise arrangement of vowels was made by utilizing three diverse
grouping models dependent on “Support Vector Machine” (SVM), Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) and KNN classifier. The proposed procedure was applied on four unique informational
indexes with some preprocessing systems, such as, “Common Spatial Pattern” (CSP)
separating. The objective of this investigation was to play out a bury examination of various
order models and related highlights for pairwise vowel symbolism.



E. González-Castañeda et al. [21], utilized a strategy of Auditory display, sonification, on
EEG signals to get better classification level for EEG signals for imagined speech,

was

utilized, which enables the describing of EEG signal as a sound sign. They compared the
results of sonication processing EEG signals, then observed an improvement in the normal
precision rates for signals, it had risen from 48.1% to 55.88%, so the characterization rates
improved somewhat.


K. Mohanchandra and S. Saha [22], concentrated in their work on specking in subvocalized
manner, and that was the first trail in using sub-vocal words in EEG with imagined speech.
The EEG signals then processed, to synthesize speech from them, with feedback returned to
the user to confirm the results. They based on the assumption that, if the speech is
undisguised or ulterior it will produce in the brain. The results showed the prediction possibility
of the imagined speech. A pairwise correlation was used to minimize the data size and a
multiclass SVM was used in classification process of EEG for five words obtained from
electrodes.



K. Brigham and B. Kumar [23], assessed the possibility of individuals‟ identification using EEG
signals during imagined speech (imagining syllables, /ba/ or /ku/). Noise and artifact effect
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reduction was done by preprocessing EEG; feature extraction process was done by
Autoregressive (AR) coefficients from each channel, and classified with linear SVM. The
accuracy of identification was 99.76 % which reflected the possibility of utilizing envisioned
discourse EEG information for biometric discrimination because of its solid variety among
subjects.


T. Schultz et al. [24], published a paper that gave an outline of the different ways, inquire
about methodologies, and targets for using brain signal for communication via speech.



P. Kumar et al. [25], proposed a discrimination of envisioned speech from EEG signals. A
random forest algorithm was used in features classification coarse level, to classify them
either non-text or text classes, then recognition of a finer-level envisioned speech from those
classes had been applied. They got an accuracy of recognition about 85.20 at coarse
classification, while the accuracy for fine level classification was 67.03%.



J. S. Brumberg et al. [26], performed a research on using EEG in controlling the synthesize of
speech, for the sounds of vowels(/i/, /A/, and /u/). They used three kinds of feedback to the
user splitting them to three groups, such that, feedback of unimodal auditory for the speech
synthesize, feedback of unimodal visual for the formant frequencies and the other feedback of
multimodal. The results showed that the feedback audio-visual type improved the accuracy of
the performance.
IV. DISCUSION

After exploring the most related BCI technologies used in acquiring, processing and classifying of
the brain signals for inferring the imagined speech; so the following question has to be answered,
“What practical techniques can be used in imagined speech to better detection of what is exactly the
patient needs to say?”. Table (1) gives the appropriate answer, it identifies parameters, degree of
complexity, flexibility for some reviewed techniques.

Table (1) Summary of Some Related Researches: Parameters, Complexity and Results

Ref.
No..

Parameters

11. The extraction of broadband
gamma for hearable speech
was
done
by
many
preprocessing steps like,
filtering and down sampling

Acquiring
Method of
brain
activity
ECoG

13. Using the face muscles
activities to control the
selection of a phonemic
interface
and
voice
synthesizer
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Classification Algorithm

Results

A linear model was applied;
since this study was a pilot
one.

The study represented
the first step for
synthesizing imagined
speech from neural
brain signals

Calculating root mean square
(RMS) for sEMG signals from
eachelectrode every 100 ms and
comparingwith the thresholds.

Producing
“mean
information transfer
rates (ITRs) “of
70.1. bits/min i.e.,
the
number
of
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Ref.
No..

Parameters

Acquiring
Method of
brain
activity

15. Movements of jaw, tongue,
and lips, were traced by
EMA and were considered
as features to build HMMs.
16.

Offline
Silent
Speech
Interface (SSI) model.

EMA

EMG

17. Updating Silent Speech
Interface (SSI) model
20. Classification for vowels
using pairwise by selecting
three
models
of
classification
based on
Hidden Markov Models
(HMM), Support Vector
Machine (SVM), and k-nn
classifier.
22. BCI
for
imagining
subvocalized words

EMA

23. Using speech imagining, for
two syllables, /ba/ and /ku/,
at different rhythms, to
identify persons
25. Envisioned speech

EEG

26.

Generating formants for the
vowels“/i/ /u/ and /A/”, by
exploiting EEG of MI
activity to control formant
vector or synthesized in
real-time for immediate
auditory feedback.

EEG

EEG

EEG

EEG

Classification Algorithm

Using of Hidden Markov
models (HMMs)

Unsupervised neural network
for training on the recorded
signals.
Deep learning

Results

selected phonemes
per minute
Combining
EMA
parameters with noisy
audio speech, enhanced
the
rate
of
discrimination.
Good accuracy for
testing phase.

Reducing Word Error
Rate of by 6.4%
Auto
Regressive
(AR)
Classification of five
coefficients, Mel Frequency vowel sounds
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs)
and log variance

Using of multiclass SVM for
the extracted features from
scalp electrodes.
Applying linear model of SVM
classifier.

Five
subvocalized
words were classified.

Random forest classifier.

Accuracy
of
recognition was 85.20
%.
Enhancing
the
performance by using
meaningful
multimodal feedback.

Using “Hilbert transform” for
training and “Kalman filter”
for decoding.

The results showed an
accuracy of 99.76% in
identification.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE GUIDE LINE
In this paper the most related researches with the field of using BCI in inferring the imagined
speech has been reviewed. Many methodologies had been used in extracting brain neural activities
like; ECoG, EMG, TMS, EMA, and EEG. The researches‟ results showed that, ECoG had a
reasonable accuracy in discriminating the envisioned speech because of its high SNR. Most of the
studies worked on using EEG and EMG for recognizing imagined vowels or syllabus of speech, while
very few of them worked on using EEG, EMG for recognizing single words, such as (Yes, No, Left,
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Right). As a proposal in the next step in this field, we will use EEG signals in designing a smart
system as an assist device for paralysis or speechless persons. Fig. 1, shows the processing stages
for the proposal, beginning with acquiring EEG signal, second preprocessing them (such as, filtering
for the unwanted signals, extracting the most relevant features), third classifying the processed EEG
signals are performed to their classes, fourth building a neural network model and training it with deep
learning on the required classes, finally processing the more accurate event on a specific program to
produce the required speech. The reason of preferring EEG signals for imagined speech research
field because of their ease of use, low cost of set-up, good temporal resolution, and portability.

Neural network

EEG signal acquisition

EEG signal
preprocessing

Process
the event
class

Classification of EEG
signal dataset

Output
speech

Fig. 1: The processing stages for the proposal
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